Safely transporting the energy that fuels our lives

Line 5 Wisconsin Segment Relocation Project Update
Meeting Agenda

- Project Overview – Michelle Johnson
- Permitting – Cathryn Hanson/Jason Risdall
- Construction – Adam Erickson
- Landowners – Rich Kern
- Tribal – April Holdren
- Community Engagement – Michelle Johnson
- Q&A - All
Thank you to everyone working to keep communities healthy and safe.
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Project Overview

✓ Line 5 is a vital link to propane & other energy supplies for region
✓ Safely operating since 1953
✓ Permits filed in early 2020
✓ Open houses held in Feb. 2020
✓ Permitting 2020-2021
✓ Construction upon receipt of permits
✓ Approx. 700 union jobs
✓ In service – Late 2021 (projected)
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Permitting - Environmental

- Major permits filed in Feb. 2020 with WDNR and US Army Corps of Engineers
- Public Comment Period in 2020
  - Includes public meetings
  - Likely online/virtual meetings with mail-in
- Field surveys underway
  - Cultural Resources
  - Wetland and Biological Resources
  - Geotechnical drilling
Enbridge filed its Public Interest Determination Application for the Line 5 Wisconsin Segment Relocation Project with the PSCW on February 7, 2020.

PSCW staff reviewing application and issued a Notice of Investigation on May 7, 2020.

Next expected steps in PSCW review process include issuance of proceedings schedule, which would include a public hearing in the area of the project.
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Construction Preparation

[Images of construction site and forested area]
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Construction

- Protect & Prepare
- Stringing
- Welding
- Ready For Ditching
- Lowering
- Restored
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Landowners
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Tribal

- Tribal monitors on the conventional Archaeological Surveys & geotechnical drilling sites
- Tribal Cultural Resources Surveys
- Project & survey effort introduced to Tribal Historic Preservation Officers (THPOS)
- Small group meetings & one-on-one conversations with Tribal citizens
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Community Engagement